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Sports Outlook Timeout 
Clemson treads The need for Video games in 2018 
water in lhe ACC political correctness 
Established in 1907, South carolina's oldest college newspaper roars for Clemson.Volume 112 I Issue 2 I January 29, 2018 
0 thetigernews 0 @thetigercu 8 @thetigercu 0 thetigernews.com 
CATbus at Clemson responds to the increase in major 
incidents this year 
John Tison, number of incidents, shape." 
Asst. News Editor wanted to assure students For the incident where 
that the buses are in fact safe. a student was hit, he statedWithin the academic year, 
With the exception of that "the police [ ... ] determinedCATbus has seen three major 
this year, he noted that that the student walkedincidents on campus. Last 
major incidents such as this into the bus," and that "We
semester, one bus unintentionally 
occur "not even once a year." were not at fault with that."
rolled down a hill and 
Moody also emphasized Lastly, regarding the bus
collided with a staircase. Later 
the attention paid to the upkeep going down the stairs, he admittedin the semester, a student 
of the buses. "They have a full that they were responsible,
was hit at a crosswalk. This 
inspection and go on a though not due to the buslast Friday, however, another 
test run before release." He themselves.incident was added to the 
added that inspections are "It was a driver error.list when one of the buses caught 
done as mileage increases on That driver was fired andfire. 
each bus. As far as repairs the problem no longer exists. TheThe student response is 
go, he believes that CATbus equipment was in perfect running
mostly stoic. Rebecca Walker, 
does its due diligence. order." 
a sophomore Materials Science 
"Anytime we have a break from Moody also took the time
major, said that despite 
peak service," he said, "we to commend the fire departmentthese events she has not 
really go through the buses. on their timely reaction
stopped riding the bus. 
We take the opportunity as well as to point out the
"I don't feel unsafe but I do keep 
to do anything major that directions the CATbus company
other incidents in the back of my 
you could predict." He then added is taking in the future. In July,
mind." 
that they try to stay one step they will retire several of theirNate Anderson, a senior 
ahead to prevent any buses over twelve years of age toMechanical Engineering major, 
major incidents due to bus make room for ten Proterra
stated "I still feel fine riding." 
malfunction. Electric whichHe added, "since parking is buses, they were 
As far as the incidents awarded a grant for last year. 
awful, it's worth the risk." 
themselves, Moody accounted for CATbus itself 1s newerJessie Bailey, a senior 
each major case. than most other transitEnglish major, stated "on a 
In response to the fire, systems, which Moody notesday-to-day basis I'm way more 
he stated that it "is something are "one hundred years old." In
concerned with whether or 
that investigated. contrast, started 1996.
not the bus is going to arrive is being they in 
That bus was in top However, as Moody stated, they
on time than if it'll get me 
running condition. Maintenance are often on the cutting edge ofhome safely." NiCOLE CLAMP // TimeOut Layout Editor confirmed that." He added the industry.CATbus Director Keith 
that "even though it was To learn more about CATbus, A CATbus burning outside ofMcCabe Hall. This is the third incident Moody, in response to the 
our oldest, it was in top go to http://www.catbus.com/ involving the CATbus this year. 
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take away from the workS Contributer publication, celebrating its 120th together under one inside. And that's hard." t anniversary this year. unified idea," Herring said. Looking towards the 
Tucked away in a local Herring is this year's Lessons learned working future, Herring visualizes 
Clemson coffee shop, behind · Editor-in-Chief, supervising the on the Ornithos carried over The Chronicle 
an ever present smile and the production of the fall and to The Chronicle, in expanding and becoming 
warmest personality imaginable, spring publications of particular Herring's self sufficient, tying her 
lies the mind of a literary the magazine. message in regards interest in the arts with practical 
and business vmonary. A Spanish and International to how a literary business ideas. 
Maggie Herring, Class of 2020, Trade major with a concentration magazine can be a work of 
"One of our biggest 
is going places. Sevilla, Spain in political science, art all on its own. To goals is within five years
Maggie errmg is her destination next year, Herring has been involved Herring, a literary magazine to be completely sustainable 
"For me, ever since I was little, I as she will be taking a study in literary magazines even can serve as more than when it comes to revenue," 
always , saw it [ writing] as a puzzle, abroad opportunity there, before Clemson, working to just a collection of works. Herring said. "Up until then, 
which is kind ofa weird way to think but for now, Herring is produce Ornithos back m "We can have a theme, we would have small goals, 
about writing but I see it as a way to taking Clemson's literary and high school, the but the work inside does not like have our entire event 
form all these big thoughts together visual arts magazine, Hammond School. have to match the theme," Herring budget to be covered 
into a few sentences. And like how The Chronicle in a "Everything about it said. "The theme is there to by our revenue. To run it kind of 
can I make that impactful in the new direction. was creative. The design bring notice to some like a business." 
The Chronicle isshortest amount of space." of the book, the outside, inside, important idea but not to See TIGERS onA2 
en Academic across campus. raising money to make academic res 
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Top five things you need to know this week 
Members of Clemson look to 
rename Tillman Hall 
A bill in the SC House is adru'e$ing a longstanding debate 
over monuments honoring oonfederate soldiers. Ar the moment, 
oommunities and public institutions need state approval to rename, 
alter or remove monwnents honoring those who fought for and 
supported the confederacy as well as controversial figures such as 
Benjamin Tillman, for whom Clemson's Ttllman Hall is named. 
The introduced bill would allow communities to make these 
decisions autonomously, such as a community in Greenwood, 
who were seeking to replace a plaque honoring World War I and 
World War II veterans killed in action that designates "white" and 
"colored" soldiers with an all inclusive list, but were shot down by 
the legislature and the Heritage Act. 
To find our more, go to: https://tinyurl.com/y8tbyhlx 
Clemson and MUSC work to 
create more functional OR 
The Medical University of South Carolina and Clemson 
University unveiled a mockup operating room (OR) at the Clemson 
Design Center in Charleston earlier last week. 
The pwpose ofthe OR is to analyze every aspect ofthe current 
OR standard and redesign it with efficiency and improved patient 
care in mind. Surgical leaders from the South Carolina Surgical 
Quality Collaborative, led by Mary Lockett, M.D., will help vet the 
group's findings. 
The new design aims to improve staff safety by reducing 
clutter and trip hazards, reduce surface oontamination 
through material selection and improving ergonomics, 
support team communication by refining sightlines and visibility 
within the O.R and adapt as care delivery and teehnology change 
without significant cost or disruptions through use of modular 
wall panels. 
To find out more, go to: https://tinyurl.oom/yc2o75mf 
Clemson seeks new defenses 
against cyberattacks 
Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering, Yongqiang Wang is leading a team that is 
researching ways to fortify oomputers and cyber 
attacks associated with timekeeping. 
As more businesses rely upon timekeeping and GPS to 
function, hackers have started assaulting these. 
Wang and his team are receiving $I million from the 
National Science Foundation to oonduct their 
research that may have eflects such as malcing 
cell phones more secure and protecting the power grid against 
terrorism. 
To find out more, go to; https://tinyurl.com/y7qrpzuz 
TIGERSfromAJ 
and emphasized herShe also hopes that The esteemed? You has taken classes in 
desire to keep writing,Chronicle rises in national want it to be a big deal. both Mandarin and 
Cltmg that authoring a
attention, so that it can For a lot of artists, they Spanish. 
book is one of her longbetter attract talented artists submit something once "One dream would 
term goals.
and writers. Most and that's as much as be to work at a really 
"[I love] writing...
magazines do not accept they can do it," Herring cool governmental 
For me, ever since I was
submissions if they said. "We want to be that job," Herring said. 
little, I always saw ithave been published first option." "Maybe like a 
as a puzzle, which is
already. To maximize As for Herring, the think tank or 
kind of a weird waythe impact of an artist's future itself is not so something. Like 
to think about writing
work, it helps to submit clear, although the something modern but also but I see it as a wayto large, well known possibilities are creative. " 
to form all these bigpublications. equally as bright. Alongside Herring wants 
thoughts together into
"You as an artist, her work with The creativity to shine 
a few sentences. And 
as a writer, do you want Chronicle, Herring through no matter what 
like how can I maketo submit work to a also does research in she does, saying there 
that impactful in the group that really the political science will always be a spot 1-
shortest amount of space."
.1sn ' t that high department and for the arts in her future, 
Clemson computer science 
teaching with new methods 
Clemson University faculty from the College ofEducation and 
the School of Computing will work with upstate South Carolina 
schools to gauge the effectiveness of their approaches to instruction. 
The research, funded by a near $1 million grant from the National 
Science Foundation, aims to broaden participation in computer 
science by improving reaching methods. 
Through surveys and classroom video analysis, researchers will 
collect data regarding student attitudes toward instruction and how 
it can be improved. 
The approach allows students to be more active in how they 
construct their relationship between computer science and their own 
interests, intending to be more culturally responsive. 
To learn more, go to http:/ /bit.ly/2DF5ed3 
Clemson highlighted by 
Princeton Review 
For the Princeton Review's annual guide, "Colleges That Pay 
You Back: The 200 Schools That Give You the Best Bang for Your 
Tuition Buck," more than 40 data points are reviewed.These include 
academics, cost, financial aid, graduation rates, student debt, alumni 
salaries and job satisfaction. 
For 2016-2017, Clemson has once again been named one of 
the nation's best institutions for students seeking a superior education 
with unparalleled career preparation at an affordable price. 
The educational service company touts Clemson's faculty-to­
scudent ratio, co-op and internship programs and campus life as key 
contributors to student success. 
The Princeton Review also assesses information provided 
by PayScale.com, which states that the median starting salary for 
a Clemson graduate with a bachelor's degree is $54,300 and the 
median rnid-areer salary is $101,100. 
To find out more, go to: https://tinyurl.com/yd6omtts 
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TIGRA SCIENTIFICA 
Courtesy of Wiklrnedla 
How cancer is helping 
to fight obesity 
Sarah Haire 
Contributor 
When you think of 
late-stage cancer, I doubt 
anything positive comes to 
mind. Researchers, on the 
other hand, have on their 
thinking caps. P 
eople who suffer from 
progressed cancer usually 
experience a loss of appetite 
referred to as tumor-induced 
anorexia. Although this is 
an unwanted condition, 
many scientists are seeing 
its cause as a potential 
weight-loss agent for 
anti-obesity drugs. 
As stated in Science, 
research done by three 
major pharmaceutical 
companies has shown that 
tumor-induced anorexia is 
caused by the 
overproduction of a 
protein called growth 
differentiation factor-I 5, or 
GDF-15. Samuel Breit, an 
immunologist and 
physician at St. Vincent's 
Hospital in Sydney, 
Australia, specifically found 
the protein concentration 
increasing IO to I 00 times 
in mice with prostate 
tumors and in humans 
with advanced prostate 
cancer. Breit was the first 
to see GDF-15 receptors as 
a potential target for new 
weight-loss drugs. 
The protein's role has 
always been questionable, 
but recently a diabetes 
and obesity specialist 
Sebastian Beck J0rgenson 
and his fellow researchers at 
Novo Nordisk have found 
that GDF-15's receptor 
is found in two regions 
of the brain: the 
area postrema, also 
known as the "vomit­
inducing center", and the 
solitary tract, which is 
associated with regulating 
appetite. These two brain 
areas are outside the 
blood-brain barrier, which 
keeps drugs and toxins 
out of the brain, ensuring 
that a drug mimicking 
GDF-15 would still be 
able to reach its target. In 
addition, the selectivity of 
GDF-15 to two small 
regions of the brain gives 
hope to researchers that 
the drug could be stronger 
and last longer. 
Although the 
three pharmaceutical 
companies are not giving 
information on a time 
frame for the drug, it is 
expected to be tested 
in human clinical trials 
soon. W. Scott Butsch, a 
physician at Massachusetts 
General Hospital in 
Boston stated, "Obesity 
is a complex disease 
with no one-size- fits-all 
treatment. Combination 
therapy is the future." 
Knowing this, 
scientists may be testing the 
new drug in combination 
with other treatments, such 
as metabolism-boosting 
drugs. 
Not only have 
researchers isolated the 
cause of cancer-induced 
anorexia, but they have 
found a way to channel 
it into something to 
help those who suffer 
from obesity. 
L 
·Olivia McQuarrie 
Outlook Editor 
These past few weeks 
have been extremely 
empowering for women 
everywhere. From the 
Women's Marches, where 
women stood in solidarity 
with one another and heard 
the most incredible speeches, 
to the Dr. Larry Nassar 
trial, where brave survivors 
testified against him for 
his sexual harassment and 
molestation of over 150 
women through both the 
United States Gymnastic 
Team and Michigan 
State University. 
Dr. Nassar abused 
his position as a doctor by 
using mandatory treatment 
sessions to molest these 
young women. Many of 
the girls tried to report 
what was happening, but 
no one believed them 
because he was a doctor 
who was, supposedly, doing 
his job. Because of this, he 
got away with this abuse 
for too many years. When 
the news broke out, one 
of the girl's father killed 
himself for not believing 
his daughter. Additionally, 
the credibility of Michigan 
State University, USA 
Gymnastics and the United 
States Olympic Committee 
is currently being called 
under question, with many 
wondering how it could be 
possible for no one to know 
what was going on. 
For over seven days, 
survivor after survivor spoke 
out and told their stories, all 
emotional and impactful. 
Probably one of the 
most well known speeches 
was given by two time 
Olympian and gold medalist 
Aly Raisman, saying, "Larry, 
you do realize now that we, 
this group of women you 
so heartlessly abused over 
such a long period of time, 
are now a force, and you 
are nothing." 
Later, in response 
to a letter Nassar wrote 
asking to be excused 
from some of the days of 
victim statements because 
he could not "mentally" 
deal with it, Raisman said 
"..you are pathetic to think 
that anyone would have 
any sympathy for you. 
You think this is hard for 
Why political 
correctness needs 
to return 
Emily Martin 
Asst. Outlook Editor 
The President of 
the United States is the 
most powerful man in 
the world. And whether 
you are speaking within 
a small community or to 
other powerful people 
in the world, there is a 
sense of respect that is 
assumed to be utilized by 
both parties. 
Unfortunately, 
however, our president, 
Donald J Trump, has 
repeatedly failed to employ 
this amount of respect 
to other countries and 
civilians on numerous 
occasions, with his most 
recent case - and quite 
possibly one of his worst 
- being his reference in a 
meeting to underdeveloped 
nations in Africa as 
"sh*****e countries." 
Not only does this 
show the horrifying 
moral conscience of our 
president, who would even 
consider other people to 
be worth less than others 
because of their economic 
and geographic status, but 
I also the extreme lack of 
respect that stems from 
our president. 
In another sense, all 
these cases come back 
I to one thing - political 
correctness. Trump ran on 
I a campaign of refusing to 
abide by the unspoken rules 
of political correctness 
in order to seem more 
relatable to American 
citizens, as he needed 
to find common ground 
after coming from such a 
wealthy background. 
This grapple for an 
average joe appeal among 
voters was thought to be 
just that - a campaign 
tactic. Yet, as Trump's 
presidency continues 
on, this lack of political 
correctness is reaching new 
levels of disrespect that 
we have not seen from a 
president before. And what 
does that mean for us as 
American citizens? 
First and foremost, 
Trump's remarks in 
regards to diplomacy 
paint the United States 
as a disrespectful, self­
absorbed nation, which 
does not accurately 
represent the majority of 
how many citizens truly 
feel or how many citizens 
in actuality would chastise 
such behavior if given 
the chance. 
Secondly, because this 
paints the country in such a 
poor light, this strains our 
diplomatic relationships 
and could have disastrous 
results when it comes to 
dealing with our more 
tense relations, like North 
Korea, as many ofour allies 
may not support us when 
we employ such reckless 
and insulting language 
from our highest power. 
While we cannot 
control the language of 
our president, as American 
citizens, we can still make 
our thoughts and presence 
known. We have so much 
power when it comes to the 
numbers and technology 
that we have today. 
We need to continue 
showing our retaliation for 
such words and offer our 
own political agenda: one 
of political correctness, 
where respect of each 
person is assumed, as is in 
our everyday life. Because 
when it comes to Trump's 
"sh*****e countries," it's 
not just about politics. 
It's personal - personal 
for the citizens of those 
referred countries, and 
personal for Americans 
who resent such language 
and behavior. So don't 
take a back seat to this 
continuing issue, because 
it is likely to occur again. 
I urge you to take a 
stance for more political 
correctness, or at the least, 
demand respect. Because 
that's the golden rule we 
grew up with: respect 
others as you want to be 
respected. Such a simple 
rule could make such a 
difference at the highest 
level, so why not fight to 
bring it back? 
you? Imagine how all of 
us feel." 
Judge Rosemarie 
Aquilina sentenced Nassar 
to 40-175 years in prison, 
according to CNN, saying 
"I've just signed your death 
warrant." And this is on top 
of the time he was given on 
child pornography charges. 
Michigan State 
University, USA Gymnastics 
and the United States 
Olympic Committee need 
to take responsibility here. 
A doctor they hired and 
promoted abused and 
assaulted so many under 
their watch. Whether 
they knew about it or not, 
which is certainly a valid 
question, they need to take 
responsibility more than 
just saying that the various 
Courtesy of Wlklmedla 
impact statements spoke to 
them. These organizations 
were responsible for 
the athletes. They were 
supposed to protect them 
and keep them safe, and 
they failed miserably. They 
gave this monster, who 
still has shown no true 
remorse for his actions, a 
gateway. And by brushing 
·off the stories of these 
girls when they originally 
reported abuse, makes 
them culpable. 
Like Raisman said, 
"...both USA Gymnastics 
·and the United States 
Olympic Committee , 
have been very quick to 
capitalize and celebrate 
my success. But did they 
reach out when I came 
forward? No." 
- . ,_ .. J _______ _ ______ _A3 • JANUARY 29 2018 
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MEN'S BASKETBALL LOOKING TO WEATHER THE STORM IN CONFERENCE PLAY 
Tigers 16-4 overall, 5-3 inACC 
Clayton Crowley basket as Notre Dame guard 1J Gibbs from all parts of the floor which lead to 
Senior Staff Writer Jr. auempted a layup to cut Clemson's an early lead against the Cavaliers. 
lead to one. On the ensuing play; Going into hal&irne with only a 
This is not news to anyone who Aamir Simms, filling in for the injured four-point deficit, the Tigers appeared 
has paid auention to college basketball Grantham, hit a three-pointer to put to be in position to knock off the 
in any capacity over the last 15+ years, 
the game away; winning 67-58. Against second-ranked team on their home 
but it bears repeating when two of the No. 2 Virginia, a game in which the floor. Unfortunately, the fumed Vuginia 
top· four, and four of the top 20 teams Tigers were thrashed 36-61, the defense defense showed up in the second half as 
reside in the same conference. 
actually held the Cavaliers below everything went wrong for the Tigers. 
Further still, even the "mediocre" 
their season average of 69 points. The Clemson scored only 13 points in the 
ACC teams can prove to be resilient defense ' filso produced 11 turnovers, second half, while Virginia scored 34 
matchups ·in any game. While the 
which turned into 'transition points points. For the game, the Tigers shot 
Clemson Tigers might have fullen into for Clemson. just 3-20 (15 percent) from three-point 
the category of"mediocre" in years past, range, while from the field, the teamOffensively; the Tigers have had 
the Tigers are experiencing a basketball issues with cold streaks. The three­ shot a meager 15-47 (31.9 percent) 
renaissance this year thanks to a veteran point shot has become a major fucet in and turned the ball over a season-high 
core ofplayers. the offense recently, which has allowed 19 times. 
The Tiger's defense is one of the the team ro rally back from deficits and The easy excuse for this 
best in the country while also playing 
extend leads in games in which the performance is to cite Donte 
one of the toughest schedules of any 
shots are fulling. Grantham's absence. Grantham was 
team in the nation. The Clemson Against North Carolina, for a bonafide veteran and the second­
Tigers, currently ranked as the 18th instance, the Tigers were able to shoot leading scorer on the team, while also 
best . team in the country, had a their way back into the game thanks providing valuable defense against 
rollercoaster of a week, including key to ball movement and hot hands. multiple positions. Compounding the 
victory over Notre Dame while fulling However, the team has recently become problem was the fuct that the Tigers 
to Virginia. Though did into territorythe Tigers susceptible to sertling for those jump were walking hostile 
defeat Notre Dame last Saturday; the 
shots when defenses grant the Tigers against the second-best team in 
team suffered a crushing loss as senior 
space or go under screens. While these the country. 
forward Donte Grantham will miss the 
shots are technically the "correct" In truth, there were very few who 
remainder of the season due to a torn 
shots to take when given space, the thought that Clemson would have any 
ACL he suffered during the game. tendency to look for opponunities to chance to win. However, the teams 
Clemson's defense has been the 
shoot can become infectious, depriving performance in the first 15 minutes of 
calling card of the team all season, a the offense of easier shots closer to the game proved that, when running 
trend which has not changed over the on all the hasthe basket. cylinders, team the 
past week. This defense was a difference Once an opposing offense can skillset to compete with anyone, even 
maker against Notre Dame, a game tell that a team is settling for jumpers, without Grantham. 
in which the Tigers never trailed, that team becomes exponentially easier The Tigers did not lose solely 
despite numerous comeback efforts by to defend. In order to really compete because of Grantham's absences, 
the Irish. 
against the ACC elites, the offense will though, as the veteran players that 
Clemson held Notre Dame to 
need to look to score inside the painted have brought the team to this point. 
shooting percentages of 38.7 percent 
area first, which will then set up shots Marcquise Reed, Shelton Mitchell, and 
Ii-om the field and 25.8 percent Ii-om 
on the perimeter. Gabe DeVoe shot a combined 0-9 Ii-om 
beyond the three-point line, both well The most glaring example of the three and commiued 10 of the team's 
below the Irish's season averages. With 
offense settling for jump shots occurred 19 turnovers. 
2:22 left in the game, holding on to a in the Tigers defeat at the hands of This performance is unlikely to 
three-point lead, Clemson's defense Virginia, the number one defensive be a precursor ofthings to come, but in 
paved the way. 
unit in the country. For much of the the biggest games against the roughest 
In those last few minutes, first half of the game, the Tigers were opponents, Clemson will need its 
Clemson held the Irish to 1-5 Ii-om the 
scoring in varied and dynamic ways veterans to respond. 
field, including a crucial stop under the 
Ryan Donahue start in place of the graduating Donte 
Senior Staff Writer Grantham had he decided to join 
Clemson. If Williamson had joinedSeventeen-year-old basketball 
returning players Marcquise Reed,
phenom Zion Williamson broke Shelton Mitchell and Elijah Thomas, 
the hearts of thousands of Clemson Clemson would have likely projected basketball funs this past Saturday 
to compete with the best of the best in
night when he elected to auend Duke 
the ACC next season. Instead, a Duke
University next year. Williamson 
team that already was likely to enter
is currently ranked as the number 
the preseason rankings as the number 
two incoming prospect in the 2018 
one team will only be beuer with the
class and has gotten more auention 
addition of Wtlliarnson. Clemson
than any other high school player 
and the rest of the ACC will have a
since LeBron James. Wtlliamson is daunting task ahead of them when it
Ii-om Spartanburg, where he attends 
comes to challenging the Blue Devils. Spartanburg Day School which is While Williamson's decision was
approximately a one hour drive from heartbreaking for the Tigers, thereClemson. The freshman phenom will 
is still hope for Clemson basketballjoin a loaded Blue Devil recruiting class in the future. Clemson basketball is
that includes four players ranked in 
currently ranked No. 18 in the nation 
the top ten, ofwhom three are the top 
and eleven of their fourteen players are
overall prospects in the 2018 class.DAVID PEREZ // Photo Editor projected to return next year. While the In 87 high school gamesSenior Donte Grantham (32) -tore his ACL against Notre Dame. Prior to his season-ending injury, he had loss ofstarters Gabe DeVoe and Donte 
Williamson has totaled 2727 pointsstarted all 19 gaJlles for the Tigers and was averaging over 14 points per game. Grantham will be difficult, the Tigers 
while averaging 31.3 points, 11.4 have several players ready to step in
rebounds, 2.9 steals and 3 blocks 
their place. Grantham will be sidelined Clemson basketball has to find a way to per game. In his first four games this for the remainder of the 2017-2018 
season, he has averaged 35.8 points in 
season afrer tearing his ACL. While
·replace Donte Grantham only 15.8 minutes per game. Earlier this is devastating news for the Tigers, itthis month Williamson was selected 
will give freshman Aamir Simms moreSophia Radebaugh ream whose leadership will continue to to make up for Grantham's consistent to play in the forty-first annual playing time and experience that willContributor power this ream moving forward." scoring performance. McDonald's All-American Game 
prove to be valuable going forward.Clemson may have lost In the first game without 
alongside future Duke teammates RJ./ At all costs, an injury is the ·one Grantham, we saw the Tigers struggle Clemson also has three talentedGrantham's skill on the court and with Barrett, Cameron Reddish and Trething that every sports team tries to incoming freshmen committed to play that comes the question ifhis ability to in the second half against No. 3 Virginia Jones. While the stats and accoladesavoid. However, on Jan. 20, the worst for them next season who should help fire up his teammates will stand strong. last week, losing 61-36. Grantham's 
are impressive, Wtlliamson is knownhappened to the Clemson men's fill the voids left by Grantham andDirectqr ofBasketball Operations, absence in the Vrrginia game may not 
mostly for his jaw-dropping slambasketball team. DeVoe. Shooting guard John Newman, Lucas Mci;y; said, "[Grantham] has have changed the outcome, but having dunks that one would expect to seeWith 11 minutes left to play · him definitely have power forward Trey Jemison, and small been an outstanding player during his would helped. in Madison Square Garden instead ofagainst Notre Dame, senior forward forward Hunter Tyson, all ofwhom are four years at Clemson. He's always been FreshmanAamir Simms starred in place the gym at Spartanburg Day School.Donte Grantham buckled his knee by three-star talents, will join the team for a tremendous team guy and has really of Grantham, and although he had a 
· Williamson's rise to the spotlight hasbeing fouled from behind, resulting in the 2018-2019 season.turned into a great leader this season. nine-point, six-rebound game, there gotten him auention from more thana career-ending injury. will an excellent While not all hope has been[Grantham] have were times when he looked very much just the scouts. Williamson has amassed The news of Grantham's ACL lost for the Tigers, missing out oncareer in basketball upon his graduation like a freshman against the Cavaliers. 1.2 million followers on his lnstagtamtear gave a new reality to what this Williamson certainly feels like afrom Clemson." Remarkably athletic and versatile, 
account and has caused celebritiesnationally-ranked Clemson team missed opporrunity for a programDespite Grantham's loss, Clemson Simms is a diamond in the rough who like Drake, Quavo, De-L Bryant andmight look like fur the rest of the that finally seems to be trending inbasketball has to embrace the "next is taking shape as an offensive threat Shaquille O'Neal to reach our to him.2018 season. the right direction. A&er years ofman up'' mentality. Filling the hole for the Tigers. Simms will have to In a season that has provided more Grantham was the second leading mediocrity and disappointment, theleft by Grantham is no easy task, but make fewer mistakes moving forward, 
excitement and promise than any other scorer for the Tigers, averaging 14.2 Tigers are finally competing for theplayers like David Skara, Mark Donnal especially in big games, such as the basketball season in recent memory for points per game. The forward was ACC regular-season title this season.and Aamir Simms will have to continue upcoming ones against North Carolina Clemson, the future appeared to be 
Had the Tigers been able to addalso an integral aspect of the defense to produce in all categories ofthe game. and Florida State. 
even brighter when rumors that Zionfor head coach, Brad Brownell, Williamson, they would have beenI Grantham has served as arguably the As a 16-4 team, the Tigers still Williamson was fuvoring Clemsonwho challenges his players to push able to build upon this season's successTigers' most complete player this season, holds some potential. Losing star 
surfuced. According to 247 Sports, 85themselves, averaging 6.9 rebounds per and accelerate their rise to the top ofand with the absence of his offensive athletes in the middle of conference percent ofexperts predicted Williamson game. The numbers on the stats sheet the ACC. and defensive intensity, a sizable hole is play is never easy, but the Tigers still 
would auend Clemson in the full whileonly go so fur, however; Grantham is Instead, Clemson will be furcedleft to be filled for Clemson. Clemson's have more opponunities to overcome 
only four percent of experts predicted I known for his stand-out leadership on obstacle order to the to compete against Zion Wtlliarnsonoffensive juggernaut, Marquise Reed this in make he would join Duke. The 6' 6", 272the team, with Brownell describing and a stacked Duke squad in order tomay have to increase his shot volume NCMTournament. pound power forward was projected to him as a "valuable member of this contend for the ACC title next season. I 
DAVID PEREZ // Photo Editor 
Head Coach Brad Brownell and the Tigers are looking to get back on 
track after a loss against Virginia. 
Note: This~ 
from the Jan.•~ a 
Foru~info 
thetigemews. 
Zion Williamson's commitment 
shows there is still room for 
improvement for Clemson basketball 
L 
, 
DAVID PEREZ // Photo Editor 
Dabo Swinney coached Clemson to a 101-30 record in his tenure as the Tigers' coach. He also led the Tigers 
to three College Football Playoff appearances. 
HUMOR: Swinney to leave for Alabama 
Colin Halm 
Asst. Sparts Editor 
We knew it had to happen 
eventually. There was literally 
nothing left for Nick Saban to do 
at Alabama. Since becoming head 
coach for Alabama in 2007, he has 
won five national championships, 
won over 120 games, has had 15 
assistant coaches become head 
coaches elsewhere and has seen a 
whopping 65 players get drafted to 
the NFL with dozens more signed 
as undrafced free agents. There 
was nothing left for him at the 
collegiate level. 
That of course secs the 
stage for what has been the most 
shocking announcement since Pete 
Carroll's Trojans were caught with 
recruiting violations. Saban has 
left the Crimson Tide to become 
the New England Patriots' head 
coach after the similarly shocking 
announcement of Bill Belichick's 
retirement. Who could possibly fill 
Saban's shoes in Alabama? Dabo 
Swinney ofcourse. 
The already well-esteemed head 
coach of the Clemson Tigers is a 
more than perfect candidate for the 
vacancy. It just so happens that his 
alma mater is Alabama. He also won 
a national championship with chem 
in 1992. Since then, he has worked 
his way through the coaching ranks, 
with a small two-year hiatus, all the 
way up to head coach of the team he 
joined back in 2003, the Tigers. 
There were a couple of other 
candidates for the highly coveted 
position. Les Miles, who was the 
former LSU head coach before 
current coach Ed Orgeron and 
Saban's archrival. Constantly unable 
to get out of the Crimson Tide's 
shadow, Miles was canned for not 
being able to beat the Big Al more 
than three times over eight seasons. 
Other candidates included 
former Oregon head coach Mark 
Helfrich who turned Marcus 
Mariota into a Heisman Trophy 
winner, Jimbo Fisher who instead 
chose to leave Florida State for Texas 
A&M in a move chat bewildered 
everyone and former Florida Gators 
quarterback Tim Tebow. Tebow was 
in the process of trying to make it 
as a professional baseball player in 
the Mets organization, but as chat 
was unlikely to happen, Alabama 
athletics director Greg Byrne reached 
·ouc to him. 
None of the previous guys 
quite flt the organization as well as 
Swinney did, though. His personal 
history combined with his own 
coaching pedigree and recent history 
with the Crimson Tide all made 
perfect sense for Saban's successor. 
As if losing their head coach 
wasn't enough of a crushing blow to 
the Tigers, they will also lose both 
of their offensive coordinators to 
ocher coaching positions. Jeff Scott 
accepted a head coach opening at 
Michigan State and Tony Elliott 
will be moving to Pittsburgh to 
become the Steelers' new offensive 
coordinator. Brent Venables is said 
to be the favorite to succeed Swinney 
as head coach because without him 
the defense becomes Swiss cheese. 
As if chat wasn't enough, 
number one recruit and Deshaun 
Watson facsimile, Trevor Lawrence 
is said to be following Swinney co 
Alabama. He will cake the one-year 
penalty for transferring and ride 
the bench. 
"I just wanted to play 
football for Dabo Swinney. If 
chat's a crime then I deserve to 
be in jail, but I don't regret my 
decision to transfer. The Clemson 
faithful may not like it, but it doesn't 
matter to me. I want to be the very 
best like no one ever was. To catch 
them is my real test. To train them 
is my cause." 
Prior to the 2018 season, 
Clemson was seen as one of the 
favorites to go back to the College 
Football Playoff, but now they will 
have to be re-evaluated. 
Losing Lawrence may not 
impact their chances chis year, but 
it is li4~.;~ kf~P them ~om true 
contenoon aown the road. 
Note: This article is completely fictitious and does not neccessarily reflect 
the views of opinions of The Tiger. It is for humor purposes only. 
SPORTS PHOTO OF THE WEEK 
STEVEN MONTUORO// Staff 
Senior guard Man:quise Reed is Clemson's top scorer this season. He has averaged 15.5 points over 20 games all of which he started. 
THE TIGER 
COLUMN: ONLY AMATTER 
OF TIME 
Clemsonfootball is 
meant to last 
Brandon Stockdale 
Contributor 
In New Orleans, the 
city known for its music and 
outstanding dining, Clemson 
couldn't find its rhythm resulting 
in a loss against Alabama 24-6 on 
New Year's Day. 
Give credit where credit 
is due, Alabama was the better 
team and it showed. Nick Saban 
had a month to prepare his team, 
unlike the last two games where 
both teams had only one week 
to prepare. The turnovers and 
uncharacteristic mistakes, such as 
the lack of a running game, cost 
the Tigers a win against a team that 
was out for revenge after feeling 
like they let_one slip away last year. 
As disappointing as the loss 
was to Clemson fans, when looking 
back at the 2017 season as a whole 
it was another success for the 
Tigers. At ACC Media Days this 
past summer, Clemson was picked 
to finished second behind Florida 
St. for the Atlantic Division, and 
ended up beating the Seminoles 
in Death Valley on Nov. 11 and 
winning their third straight ACC 
Championship over Miami. 
The big three games on the 
schedule included an early visit 
from Auburn and cough road 
games at Louisville and Virginia 
Tech resulcing in Clemson beating 
all three teams. Clemson was the 
first team ever to beat three top 
15 teams in the country before 
October. Clemson also continued 
their dominance over in-state rival 
South Carolina, beating chem for 
the fourth straight year. 
After losing players like 
Deshaun Watson, Jordan Leggett, 
Wayne Gallman and Ben Boulware, 
Clemson reloaded in 2017. Kelly 
Bryant came in as a first-year 
starter leading Clemson to 12 
wins and a third straight College 
Football Playoff appearance, 
something chat many outside of 
the program did not expected 
from the junior signal caller from 
Calhoun Falls. Travis Etienne and 
Tavien Feaster combined for 1435 
rushing yards and 20 touchdowns 
putting Clemson in a great spot 
heading into 2018. 
. ,If the on-field success 1sn t 
enough to be proud of, Clemson 
has also recruited well. With 
the new early signing period in 
December, the Tigers signed 
the No. l ranked player in five 
different states including QB 
Trevor Lawrence from Georgia 
and ATH Derion Kendrick from 
South Carolina. When it's all said 
and done, the 2018 recruiting 
class has the potential to be one 
of the best in Clemson football 
history. So, while the loss on New 
Year's Day was disappointing, 
chis is a program that isn't going 
anywhere any time soon and is 
built for sustained success under 
Dabo Swinney. 
Get ready, it's only a matter 
of time until Sept. 1 will be here 
when the Tigers open the 2018 
season against Furman and the 
Tigers will be right back in the 
hunt again. 
DAVID PEREZ // Photo Editor 
Clemson football fans rush the field after a home victory. Players and 
fans meet at midfield to sing Clemson's alma mater after every game. 
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By: Joseph Messier, Timeout Editor 
1. "Shadow of the Colossus" 
The original "Shadow of the Colossus" came out for the PlayStation 2 in 2005, and it has been 
a classic ever since. The main character's goal is to find and hunt down colossal monsters, but 
why? Well, that's up for the player to decide. This long-anticipated remake comes out this year 
with incredible updated visuals, graphics, and mechanics. 
Release Date: Feb. 6 
3. "A Way Out" 
Mose games are single player with or without the option of multiplayer. Games that are 
multiplayer-only are more focused on the aspect of all players. "A Way Out" is different from 
all ofthese options. Gameplay requires two players and two players only. You play as two men, 
Vincent and Leo, trying to work together to escape prison. This game looks fascinating because 
there simply isn't really anything else like it. 
Release Date: March 23 
2. "Sea ofThieves" 
Have you ever wanted to run around in apirate-themed open world. free toPJm.teer ot~;W 
at your leisure? Ifso, all you have to do is wait until March. "Sea of'I'hiem" will b¢ the "Gt/!! 
ofthe 1700s, allowing the player to take on swashbUckling quests alone orwith friend&,.~ 
you and me, I've always kind ofwanted to be jusc like Jade: Sparrow... · · · /] 
Release Date: March 20 
4. "Agony" 
At last, a horror/thriller game that could actually live up to its hype! Upon starting, the player 
controls a soul residing in a hellish, well, hell. The goal is to find a way to escape while avoiding 
the demons and horrifying creatures on the way. The allure is in the player's ability to possess 
and control lesser demons to aid in your escape. 
Release Date: March 30 
5. "Red Dead Redemption 2"Imagine "Grand Theft Auto." Now imagine it with cowboys in the 
1910's. That's the whole game. The original "Red Dead Redemption" was critically acclaimed 
by critics and fans all over for its sprawling open world and rich storytelling. Now, eight years 
later, "Red Dead Redemption 2" is the sequel and continuation of the original game. It will be 
interesting to see how this game goes, based on the ending of the first game. 
Release Date: Ql/Q2 2018 
6 "W'H F" ;
. we appy ew ! 
"We Happy Few" exists In an alternate timeline of 1960s England, only with rampant drug use 
(not that that is really any different than our timeline, in all honesty). However, it's not drugs in 
the way that you think. In this indie exploration and survival game, the dystopian society is still 
'reeling from the events ofWWII and seeks distraction and relief through "Joy," a hallucinogenic 
drug. Though it makes users happy and oblivious, it also leaves them easily-controlled. The! 
main character decides to Stop taking the drug, leaving them to view the world as it really is 
The concept for this game is fascinating, but its early releases were buggy and lacking. Hopefully, 
everything will be smoothed out for its final release. 
Release Date: Q2/Q120}8 , _ 
Courtesy of Wikimedia Courtesy of Bago Games Courtesy of Wiklmedia 
· 7. "Kingdom Hearts 3" 
If you've ever wondered if there was a Disney game done "Final Fantasy" style, then ~ 
· Hearts is the franchise for you. The first game was released in 2002, with eight more p~ 
over the next Hfi:een years. "Kingdom Hearts 3" is the final and extremely,.Jiypcd a.co the 
whole series. There hasn't been a bad entry in this series, so die--hard fans can't wait for this~ 
to drop. 
Release Date: 2018 
8. "Yoshi" 
It's been a while since we've gotten a sidescroller from Nintendo, but never fear, Yoshi is here! 
While this upcoming game doesn't have an official title yet, "Yoshi" (the working title), is still 
set to be released this year. Yoshi has had a few turns in the spotlight, the last ofwhich was three 
years ago, but not nearly as many as his mustachioed friends. "Yoshi" will be similar to previous 
games, but there is a new element of simulated 3D, or 2.5D, if you will. If it is at all like its 
predecessors, this will be a game to look forward to. 
Release Date: 2018 
Russell Glass 
Asst. News Editor 
When election season 
was in full swing, a rumor 
began circulating that Texas 
junior senator, Ted Cruz, was 
really the infamous Zodiac 
Killer. This conspiracy theory 
was illegitimate, childish and 
misguided, but not because 
Cruz is the honest gold ol' 
Texan boy he claims to be; it's 
because Ted Cruz is actually 
Robert Kardashian Sr. 
Ted Cruz was born to his 
parents Rafael and Eleanor 
Cruz on Dec. 22, 1970, and 
served as a political advisor to 
George W. Bush's presidential 
campaign in 2000. However, 
in 2003 he was mysteriously 
murdered right around the 
time that Robert Kardashian 
Sr. "died of esophageal 
cancer." Kardashian wanted 
desperately to escape the 
Jenner-Kardashian drama 
and his hen-pecking wife, 
so he faked his death and 
underwent major plastic 
surgery to assume the identity 
of newly-appointed Texas 
Solicitor General, Ted Cruz. 
The real Ted Cruz 
worked for the Bush legal 
team before his appointment, 
but was intercepted and 
murdered before he could 
report to his post. Kardashian 
then assumed his identity. 
And the role was 
perfect for him. As a lawyer, 
Kardashian-now-Cruz would 
not have to worry about 
'faking it until he made it' 
because he and the old Cruz 
were of the same profession. 
All he would have to do is 
become familiar with the 
bylaws of the great state of 
Texas. But still there was 
I 
one more issue to take care 
of: Heidi. 
Ted Cruz married 
Heidi Nelson in 2001, but 
it is believed that Kardashian I 
paid off Cruz's Goldman 
Sachs investment manager 
wife to go along with the 
whole charade. With his 
in-depth legal knowledge, 
governmental standing in 
Texas and the support of his 
"wife," Robert Kardashian 
Sr. had everything he needed 
to assume Cruz's identity 
without issue, and he did. 
Missing the limelight 
from the 1995 0.J. Simpson 
trial, Kardashian-Cruz ran 
for U.S. Senate in 2013 as 
a Republican and won. But 
junior senator was not enough 
for Kardashian-Cruz, he 
wanted to be the most sought­
after person on the planet, the 
president of the United States. 
With his widespread legal 
and political connections, 
the support of the freedom 
caucus in addition to his wife's 
financial aid, the new Cruz 
was poised to win the White 
House. But then life threw him 
a curveball: reality TV host 
and real estate mogul, Donald 
J. Trump. 
As Trump descended 
the escalator in New York 
City to announce his bid for 
2016, Kardashian's hopes 
of becoming president 
descended into the dark pits 
of hell. No matter how hard 
he fought and campaigned, 
Trump was louder. Trump 
drew more attention and 
drew more support from 
voters. Kardashian was left to 
mud wrestle Marco Rubio for 
second place. 
In a poetic twist of 
fate, it was the world of 
reality TV: senseless drama 
and incoherent babbling­
-the world of his children 
and ex-wife--that defeated 
Kardashian as he strove for the 
spotlight, as it continued to 
reside on Trump, Kris, Kim, 
Kendall, Khloe and Kourtney, 
and leave him alone in Texas. 
Note: This article is completely fictitious and does not neccessarily reflect the views of opinions of The 
Tiger. It is for humor purposes only. 
-! 
By: Joseph Messler,Timeout Editor 
Photo by Martin Pettitt 
I'm sure many people have heard of this movie coming 
out this March, but like most big movies, there is a book 
precursor. "Ready Player One" is a wild ride through a bleak, 
yet futuristic, '80s-themed future. The protagonist, Wade 
Watts, has access to a worldwide virtual reality simulation, 
The Oasis, which the entirety of humankind uses to escape 
the dismal real world. The creator hid a series of clues inside 
this virtual world, and whoever finds them and solves the 
accompanying puzzles will inherit his entire fortune and 
ownership of the Oasis. 
The story details the adventures of Wade as he searches for 
the virtual Easter eggs and evades an evil corporation trying 
to beat him to the finish line. I would highly recommend 
reading the book before seeing the movie because the book is 
absolutely packed full of references. With all of the nostalgia 
ofyesteryear, there's a little something for everyone: references 
abound to anything from "Lord of the Rings" to "Donkey 
Kong" to "Sixteen Candles" to Pink Floyd. Obviously, there 
is no way they can fit all of them into the movie, so read the 
book to get the full experience. 
Courtesy of lndijinouz 
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fflE RA~NBOOT CHRON~(LES The Haircut Effect By: Nicole Clamp I 
I don't even recognize 
myself in the mirror 
anymore. 
*Looks exactly 
the same* 
Before After 
How you think you look when you 
get a haircut. 
Before After 
How you actually look when 
you get a haircut. 
~'"·'=~•:;',i/•n 
Draw for The TigerI 
Do you like to doodle during class? 
Put those drawings to ~,e 
and email us at 
tlgertimeout@gmail.com 
and see your comic in next week's paper! 
COLORING PAGE: 
The wheels on the bus are 
melting down 
Color in this picture of our favorite and safest mode of transportation here at 
Clemson I Feel free to share your *fire* art piece with us on Twitter and make 
sure to tag us @thetigercu! 
"Red" route 
CATbus 
0 
I Art by: Nicole Clamp, Timeout Layout Editor 
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The signs asHOROSCOPES breakfast foodsPasatieinpos 
AQUARIUSCROSSWORD 
1 
14 
17 
20 
38 
.ca 
119 
--1---1--.a...--11 
...--+---+--+----ll 
--+---+--+----ll I 
--'-- -'-------'--------" 
Breakfast burrito►• Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
Across 
..1. Timetable, for short; I 
5. Cesspool; Biscuits and gravy►9. Position; 
14. Dry watercourse; 
15. Small jazz combo; 
16. Queues; 
Ham and cheese omelette17. Territory; 
~• PISCESfl. ~ Feb. 20 - March 20 
ARIES 
March 21 -April 20 
~ TAURUS 
,. April 21 - May 20
..
••
) 
"'GEMINI 
~1 
► 
18. Prego rival; 
19. Emcee's job; 
20. Dog of mixed breed; 
Avocado toast22. Attains; ► 
24. Witherspoon of 
"Legally Blonde"; 
26. Year abroad; 
27. Leave; 
30. Young bird; ► Cold pizzaMay21-June2135. Fragrance; 
36. Author _ Stanley I .1~\ 
a.Gardner; ~ 
~ ► Chicken and waf!les37. Person, place, or thing; ~ f 
-~
,,,:.." CANCER
,,.\38. Young_; June 22 - July 22
'~\" ...~' 39. Remarkable; ,·"r•,"'""i?; ··--·•······ ... .. 42. Song syllable; ~ Cinnamon rolls43. Evening, informally; ► 
45. It's a long story; 8. Rain cats and dogs; 53. Committee head; secure something; J...'It'! July 23 - Aug. 23 
46. Minimum; 9. Flexible; 54. Word form for "ten"; 59. Bad habit; .. ~,, __ 
LEO 
48. Precedent setter; 10. 16th president 55. "The Time Machine" 60. Reflected sound; 
50. Mistreats; of the U.S; people; 61. Classic autos; VIRGO 
Doughnuts and coffee51. Unit of energy; 11. Literary collection: 56. Precious stones; 64. Reggae relative; ►Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
52. Young haddock; Abbr.; 57. Marine mammal, 
54. Grades; 12. Part of a bird's beak; 
58. Nevertheless; 13. Those, to Juan; Last issue's crossword 
Cereal62. Actress Verdugo; 21. Showed again; ► 
answers63. Biblical birthright seller; 23. Stand used by 
65. House rodents; painters; 
66. Deep sleeps; 25. Angers; 
67. Related by blood; 27. Unnerve; Pancakes► 
68. Cuatro doubled; 28. Bert's roomie; 
69. Bridal path; 29. Newsgroup 
70. Cooking fat; messages; 
71. Modernists; 31. Exile isle; Bacon►32. Smidgens; 
Down 33. Suckle; 
1. Did the butterfly; 34. Noseeums; 
2. Corn syrup brand; 36. Greek vowels; 
3. Steinbeck: East 40. Missouri feeder; ► Yogurt and granola~l,,-Dec. 22 - Jan. 1941. Arm joint;of-~ 4. Schematic; 44. Endless; 
Horoscopes by: The Timeout5. Thoroughfare; 47. Good spirit; 
Staff6. Russian range; 49. Wrinkle; 
7. Russian fighter; 50. About; 
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LIBRA 
~ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
w ~ SCORPIO
-~ ~is~~ Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 
..4 
____J .. 
A~\ SAGITTARIUS
~· ~ Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 { 
CAPRICORN 
' 
STUDENTS QUALIFY FOR MEMBERSHIPI " 4 ~ 
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